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Words that rhyme with endeavour

分享 satb, piano and organThen American hymns Thomas Troeger's poem Rudolph's music perfectly brings the poet's words inspired by the vision of the prophet Isaiah's peace and harmony among the beings of God into life. With the use of deft voices, percussion, brass and organs, Rudolph develops a simple strophic
scheme (with an attractive refrain) through one long crescendo, gradually from the poema's underlying gravity. ... Lions and bulls will sleep in hay, leopards will join the lambs when they play, wolves will be pasted with cows glade, blood will not obsess the Earth made by God. ... A small child, whose bed is straw, take
new housing in my heart. Bring the dream Isaiah saw: a life redeemed from fang and nail. ... Peace will permeate more than the forest and the field: God will transfigure violence hidden deep in his heart and benefit in systems ripened for a decision which the Lord will ordain. ... A small child, whose bed is straw, take new
housing in my heart. Bringing the dream Isaiah saw: justice cleansing the law. ... Nature is transformed to conform to God's intentions, the nation obeys the call to repentance, all creation is fully restored, filled with the Lord's knowledge and love. ... A small child, whose bed is straw, take new housing in my heart. Bring a
dream Isaiah saw: knowledge, wisdom, worship, fear. To submit a song correction → from now until Christmas, I am musing on some Christmas carol/song every week. So... behold, powerful. It is called Dream Isaiah Saw and is based on isaiah 11:6-9, an excerpt of the kingdom of peace. (Here's verse 6. The wolf will
live with the lamb, the leopard will lie down with the goat, calf and lion and together; and a small child will marry them. You may have seen paintings of edward hicks' kingdom of peace. (Interesting fact: he painted version 61 of it.) Anyway, peace has been in my mind a lot lately. I think we're all sick of the global average.
Here's a back story about the song. In 2001, Glenn Rudolph worked on a commissioned piece of the Bach Choir at a Pittsburgh Christmas concert. Then it happened on 9/11. He finished it nineteen days later and it became a devotion to those who died in the tragedy. I wrote the lyrics below, but if you're not the one to



read the lyrics, just check out this stanza. Nature is transformed to conform to God's intentions, the nation obeys the call to repentance, all creation is fully restored, filled with the Lord's knowledge and love. Some would say that isaiah's passage is generous with the future; some argue that this is what Jesus is about here
and now. If the whole world had truly practiced the ways of Jesus, we would have been going through a peaceful kingdom. But the problem is that the whole world does not help it. Human inhumanity in man from about the beginning. But here is Isaiah's prophecy is convenient. We can look at all the average or we can
remember this passage. It keeps me expecting because I think in the end, everything will be fine. This is not a desire to think; this is where I put my confidence. Lions and bulls will sleep in hay,leopards will join the lambs when they play, wolves will be pasted with cows glade,blood will not stain the earth made by God. A
small child, whose bed is a straw, take new housing in my heart. Bring the dream Isaiah saw: life redeemed from fang and nail. Peace will permeate more than the forest and the field: God will transfigure violence hidden in the heart and benefit in systems ripened for judgment which the Lord will ordain. A small child,
whose bed is a straw, take new housing in my heart. Bring the dream Isaiah saw: justice cleaning the law. Nature is transformed to meet God's intentions, the nation to obey the call to repent, all creation fully restored, filled with knowledge and love of the Lord.The little child, whose bed is a straw, take new housing in my
heart. Bring the dream Isaiah saw: knowledge, wisdom, worship, fear. dream isaiah saw - YouTube © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its branches Blood will not darken the land that God made a small child whose bed is straw Take new dwellings in my heart Bring the dream Isaiah saw Life redeemed from fang and nail
peace permeates more than the forest and field God will transfigure violence hidden deep in the heart and systems to gain ripe for the decision the Lord will ordain a small child whose bed is straw Take new housing in my heart Bring a dream Isaiah saw justice cleansing law Nature redesign to match God's intentions the
Nation obey the call to repent All creations fully restored Filled with knowledge and love Lord Small Child, whose bed is straw Take new housing in my heart Bring a dream Isaiah saw knowledge, wisdom, worship, fear Small child whose bed is straw Take new housing in my heart Bring a dream Isaiah saw wisdom,
worship, fear dream Isaiah Saw ... Lions and bulls will sleep in hay, leopards will join the lambs when they play, the wolves will be pasted with cows glade, blood will darn the Earth, which God did. ... A small child, whose bed is straw, take new housing in my heart. Bring the dream Isaiah saw: a life redeemed from fang
and nail. ... Peace will permeate more than the forest and the field: God will transfigure violence hidden deep in his heart and benefit in systems ripened for a decision which the Lord will ordain. ... A small child, whose bed is straw, take new housing in my heart. Bringing the dream Isaiah saw: justice cleansing the law. ...
Nature is transformed to conform to God's intentions, the nation obeys the call to repentance, all creation is fully restored, filled with knowledge and love. ... Small child child Bed is a straw, take new housing in my heart. Bring a dream Isaiah saw: knowledge, wisdom, worship, fear. Today we begin the Advent season, the
season of marking days, when we remember the birth of Jesus and look forward to the second arrival of Christ. One of the words we most associate with Advent and Christmas is peace. Peace on earth, good will be for men, the angels say in the old version of King James's account of the birth of Jesus. We happily sing
in the Christmas carols of Jesus The Prince of Peace. But the mood in our country today and around the world is probably closer to the feeling expressed in the song O Come, O Come Emmanuel, and ransom in captivity of Israel, which mourns in solitary confinement here until the Son of God appears.... Bid jealousy,
strife and sadness cease, fill the whole world with heavenly peace. November 30, 2014 Isaiah 2:1-5, Isaiah's Dream Doug Scalise, Brewster Baptist Church Play new window | Download (Duration: 26:23 – 24.2MB) Mourning, tears, grief, frustration, anger, frustration are some of the emotions being expressed and
experienced in our country this week. After the violence and mistrust that is such a part of our national life that was recently seen in Ferguson, Missouri, but has been played in the community after community across our land for many years, peace is something that is desired but weak. In the book of the Prophet Isaiah,
the first chapter is filled with the words of judgment and abomination to the people of God because of their sin. The Prophet says that the injustice, corruption, evil, indifference, selfishness and lack of care of widows and orphans will be devastated and destroyed. Unfortunately, God's accusations against people today are
still an accurate description. After the decision and the gloomy first part is this vision of the future of peace, which is in Chapter 2. The word that Isaiah's son Amoz saw about Judah and Jerusalem. Come on, the mountain of the House of the Lord will be established as the highest of the mountains and shall be raised
above the hills; all nations have traffic to it. Many nations will come and say: Come, let us go up the mountain of the Lord, to the house of James God; that he can teach us his ways and that we can walk his ways. For from Zion shall go to teach, and the word of the Lord from Jerusalem. He has to deal with between
nations, and has arbitration for many nations; they broke their swords into plows, and their spear into pruning hooks; the nation cannot raise the sword against the nation, nor do they learn war any more. And jacob's house, come, let us walk in the light of the Lord. Isaiah's prophecy beautifully expresses the dream of
peace with justice between nations and all peoples to live in God's ways. The Prophet Isaiah proclaimed his message to the people of Judas and to its capital in Jerusalem from approximately 742 to 701. C., at a critical time when the Kingdom of Northern Israel was conquered by the Assyrian Empire. For most of Isaiah's
life, Judas lived in the threat of Assyan domination. The word Isaiah saw is a dream of a time when God's promise to save will be a reality not only for Jacob's house, but also for all nations. This dream of peace and the end of the conflict is even more poignant, as it was first expressed to people who face the serious
threat of invasion by a much superior military enemy. For the Jewish people, this dream really had to seem completely ruined just over 100 years later, when the Babylonians came and conquered Jerusalem and reduced the temple to ashes. Isaiah's dream of peace with justice among nations still has a very pressing
appeal, as Israelis and Palestinians continue to kill each other, because fighting, injustice, oppression and bloodshed are part of the lives of millions of people in small and large nations around the world, including our own. Isaiah's hope that history will reach the climax of God's reign, which will change the current
conditions from violence and conflict to unity and peace, seems as appealing as unattainable. When we discuss how weak true peace is, even in our own families or in our direct dealings with people with whom we have a lot in common, the dream of peace, which Isaiah considers and imagines, seems impossible. But
there is certainly no hope that peace or even improvement if the people of God do not speak with god's will to the prophet to end war and violence. Isaiah says that such a time will only be possible when God is universally recognized and obedient, and God will resolve the disputes of the peoples and resolve their
differences so that peace can be created and maintained. Until that day comes, we must do all we can to help God's will on earth, as it is in heaven, and God's will is for Shalom, peace, and harmonious relations. People are easily distracted from hard work of peace, forgiveness, really seeking to understand another
person, and reconciliation. Robert Wuthnow, Director of the Centre for Religious Studies at Princeton University, said: We are, in a way, a very religious country, especially when compared to Western Europe. But we are of two minds, and the other mind is that we really are quite secular. We are a country of great
consumers and buyers, and we are quite materialistic. And as long as we can kind of paste together a sense of control through our normal work and our simple shopping, we're very excited to do it. It's quite ironic that the day after we thank you for all our blessings came out spent more than $9 billion dollars in stores to
buy more items, most of which we really don't need. In the Peanut comic strip Lucy and Linus have a wishbone and are going to pull it that wish. Lucy explains to his younger brother that if he gets a greater desire, his desire will come true. Linus says: Do I have to say the desire out loud? Lucy replies: Of course. If you
don't say it out loud, it won't happen. So Lucy goes ahead and first of all gives her wish. I wish you four new sweaters, a new bike, a new pair of roller skates, new dresses and a hundred dollars. Then it's time for Linus to make his wish. He says: I wish you a long life to all my friends, I wish you peace in the world, I wish
you great progress in medical research. In the last scene, Lucy takes norbon and throws it away, saying, Linus, that's the problem with you. You're always ruining everything. As we try to make sense of the world in which we live, as we approach Christmas in the coming weeks, Lucy and Linus are two different ways to
experience the season, to look at life, even to pray. One is turned inwards and the other outwards. All Lucy asks is for herself; Linus has a greater, other-driven sense of vision. Lucy is materialistic. Linus is spiritual. Lucy thinks little, Linus like Isaiah, dreams big. One of our family's favorite Christmas films is the 1947
classic miracle on 34th Street. Maureen O'Hara portrays a lonely mother who tries to cope after her dreams of a happy marriage were shattered. She works full-time and takes care of her young daughter played by Natalie Wood. Her life experience made her cynical and difficult. She has no confidence, faith, dreams,
stories that touch her heart, nor does she share it with her daughter. Through friends she slowly has to learn to believe again even when people and life have let you down. She also needs to teach her daughter to believe as well, although she thinks it's stupid. As the film finishes mother and daughter, along with Uncle
Fred, the lawyer who befriended them returns to town from a Christmas morning party (worship we watched the final 2:20 film - in which little Suzie enthusiastically comes to believe. In life, everything usually turns out not as neatly as they are in the movie. But the need to believe and believe in men and God is vital for
meaningful life and peace. Perhaps we will not be able to achieve a peaceful and lasting peace between palestinians and Israelis; we can't overcome racial divide between so many whites and blacks in the United States, but we can ask ourselves in any arena of relationship: How do I seek to be part of the solution, not
part of the problem conflict and violence? Paul wrote to Christians who seek to be faithful to the church in Ephesus: I beg you to lead a life worthy of the calling to which you were called, with all humility and tenderness, with patience, in love with each other, in an effort to maintain the unity of the Spirit in the stagnation of
peace. How is the difference in the life of any person in terms, language, and behavior, which seeks to do these things with the help of God? How much bad behavior would be prevented by first asking yourself the following questions: Is it worth it to Christ? Is it humble and gentle? Does this reflect patience and
tolerance? Does it embody unity and peace? Most people would avoid some painful or regretful moments or choices if they wanted to ask themselves these questions before they acted or talked. Jesus said(Matthew 5:9), Blessed are peacekeepers, for they shall be called children of God. There is a great need for
peacekeepers in the world. I read many articles and stories this week following the grand jury's decision on Officer Darren Wilson and Michael Brown. The image I appreciated most was written by former Patriot and current New Orleans Saint Tight End Benjamin Watson. He wrote: At some point, when I was playing or
going to play Monday night football, the news broke about Ferguson's decision. After trying to figure out how I felt, I decided to write it down. Here are my thoughts: I'M ANGRY because the stories of injustice that have been passed on to generations seem to continue before our eyes. I'M FRUSTRATED because pop
culture, music and movies glorify these types of police citizens change and promote an irresistible attitude that continues to get young men killed in real life, far from the safety of movie sets and music studios. I'M FEARFUL because on the back of my mind I know that while I am a law-abiding citizen I could still be
viewed as a threat to those who don't know me. So, I will continue to have to go an extra mile to earn the benefit of the doubt. I'm EMBARRASSED because looting, violent protests and breaking laws only confirm, and many minds confirm stereotypes and thus inferior behavior. I'm SAD because yet another young life has
been lost from my family, racial divide has expanded, the community is in ruins, accusations, insensitivity hurts and hatred boils over, and we may never know the truth about what happened that day. I'm sympathetic because I wasn't there, so I don't know exactly what happened. Maybe Darren Wilson acted in
accordance with his rights and duties as a legal officer and killed Michael Brown in self-defense, just like any of us would have circumstance. Now he must be afraid of himself and his loved ones when he is just doing his job. What a horrible thing Or maybe he provoked Michael and ignited a series of events that
eventually killed a young man to prove a point. I'm offended because of the offensive comments I've seen that are not only insensitive, but reject the painful experience of others. I'm confused because I don't know why it's so hard to obey a cop. You won't win! I don't know why some cops are abusing their power. Power
is a responsibility, not a weapon to mature and lord through the population. I'M INTROSPECTIVE because sometimes I want to take our side off by looking at facts in situations like these. Sometimes I feel like it's us against them. Sometimes I'm just as upfront as people, I show fingers. And that's not right. How can I look
at white skin and make assumptions, but do not want assumptions about me? It's wrong. I'm desperate because I've lived long enough to expect such things to continue to happen. I'm not surprised, and at some point my little kids are going to inherit to be a minority of weight loss and all that means. I hope because I
know that while we still have race issues in America, we enjoy a much different normal than our parents and grandparents. I see this in my personal relationship with teammates, friends and mentors. And that's a nice thing. I'm encouraged because ultimately the problem is not a SKIN problem, it's a sin problem. SIN is
the reason why we are rebelling against power. SIN is the reason why we abuse our authority. SIN is the reason why we are racist, prejudiced and lying to cover our own. SIN is the reason why we riot, loot and burn. But I was encouraged because God made a decision on sin through and with his son Jesus, transformed
by heart and mind. One that can look outwards and see what really matters in every person. The treatment of the tragedies of Michael Brown, Trayvon Martin, Tamir Rice and Eric Garner is not an education or an impact. It's the gospel. So, finally, I am encouraged because the gospel gives mankind hope. I appreciate
the perspective of Benjamin Watson's articulation. I want to encourage you to think about peace. How peaceful do you feel today? Why? What about your family relationship? Or your relationship with other people at work, school or church? What about relationships with people who are different from you? Do we have it?
We may not have much influence on international peace, but how can you and I act and speak in a way that promotes peace with justice? One thing we all have in common is our need for Jesus' mercy and forgiveness. The Christmas season is when we celebrate the coming of the Prince of Peace, and we pray that all
members of our family will reach a peaceful agreement. We all have hopes and dreams about how this season will be wonder if this year it will be bah, humbug! or peace on Earth good will be toward men and women and children. As Christmas stress, joy, sorrow, celebration, loneliness and excitement approach, my
prayer is that God will visit us through worship, angels, dreams, music, prayers, scriptures, and history so as to lift us from the present experience that God dreams of the Lord's dream for us this Christmas season. Prayer: Lord, so many people are in pain, to teach us the way to peace. When people around us disagree
and think differently, Lord, teach us to listen and understand. When we see people getting hurt, Lord, teach us how to speak. When we see people who are hungry and poor, Lord, teach us to give us as you give us. When we see people behave badly because of the color or language of their skin, Lord, teach us to be an
example of love. When we see war and conflict around the world, Lord, teach us how to make a difference and bring peace. When we see pain, Lord, teach us to heal. When we feel low and it doesn't seem that everything is going well, Lord, teach us to talk to friends, family, and you. When we stop and see everything
you give us. Lord, teach us to be grateful. In our lives, in our surroundings, and in the world, the Lord teach us to pray and teach us the way to peace. ~ The blessing of litanys and prayers for peace and justice posted at the Evangelical Lutheran Church of America website: Lord, we pray that power would be gentle,
strength to be forgiving, patience to be understanding, and endurance to accept the consequences of holding what we feel right. Ask to trust the power of good to overcome evil and the power of love to overcome hatred. We pray for a vision to see and believe in a world emancipated by violence. Help us devote our whole
lives, thought, and energy to creating peace, always praying for the inspiration and power to fulfill the destiny for which we were created. — from Prayer for World Peace Week, 1978 Isaiah's dream, Isaiah 2:1-5 Questions for reflection or discussion Why do you think peace has proved so weak throughout human history?
Why do people have long and long peace? What are the benefits that come with peace? How peaceful are your most significant relationships (with family, friends, at work)? If we try to live in peace and harmony with those, we have a lot in common with them; should we be surprised that people of different peoples and
religions with very different views of the world are such a difficult time to even sit down to talk, much less in search of peaceful solutions? What do you think can be done if anything to help in deep and long-term conflict situations (e.g. between Israel and Palestine or Sunni and Shia Muslims)? Isaiah's magnificent
prophecy beautifully promise and longing for peace with justice between nations. How do we continue to believe when what is described seems more like an impossible dream than a plausible reality? When Jesus was born, the angel proclaimed: Peace on earth and good for all men. In his sermon on the mountain,
Jesus said: Matthew 5:9: Blessed are peacekeepers, for they shall be called children of God. What can you do to be more of God's peace measure every day? Basis?
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